feel your best

through optimal nutrition

You try to eat right, exercise regularly and maybe even take a multivitamin. Right
now, you might feel pretty good. But why settle for pretty good when you can feel great?
Reliv Classic® is the answer.
Discovering your best health shouldn’t require mixing and matching bottles of vitamins.
Reliv Classic is nutrition made simple. It’s part of something we call the Reliv Difference:

Bioavailability. Dissolving nutrients in a liquid shake enables a quick and
optimal absorption.
Synergism. The ideal combination of ingredients in a science-based formula
brings out the full potential in all nutrients.
Optimal Nutrition. Optimizing key nutrient levels beyond minimum daily
requirements leads to greater health benefits and an improved quality of life.
Guaranteed Quality Ingredients. A company-owned manufacturing facility,
the industry’s top suppliers and rigorous testing mean what’s on the label is in the
can — guaranteed.

You Deserve the Best
When it comes to your body, never settle for less than the best. Isn’t your health worth
more than just another multivitamin pill? With a synergistic blend of healthy soy protein,
vitamins, minerals, amino acids and select herbs, you can be confident you’re getting
the best nutrition available from every scoop of Reliv Classic.

Safe. Unlike some discount vitamins, Reliv Classic is produced at our facility in the U.S.
in near-pharmaceutical manufacturing conditions.
Proven. The nutritional ingredients in Reliv Classic are backed by 25+ years of
proven scientific research.
Effective. Ingredients undergo stringent purity testing before and after going into
Reliv Classic to deliver superior potency in every can.
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Bioavailability
enables quick, optimal absorption
of nutrients in Reliv Classic.

Classic Beginnings
Pioneering microbiologist Dr. Theodore Kalogris
(“Dr. Ted”) spent more than a decade developing
a special nutritional blend which would become
the foundation for Reliv Classic.
Soon after Reliv was launched in 1988, renowned
food scientist and soy expert Dr. Carl Hastings
joined the company and worked with Dr. Ted to
fine-tune the formula. The duo produced a bioavailable shake with the most complete balance
of herbs, vitamins and amino acids. After more
than 25 years, Reliv Classic remains one of the
world’s premier nutritional supplements.
These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug
Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose,
treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

Your Independent Reliv Distributor is:
Tan Kok Hui (RCN: 1491227960)
Email: info@livewelltoday.info
For more information or to order:
800 RELIV US (735.4887) reliv.com/classic

